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Great power comes at a priceÃ¢â‚¬Â¦Chise HatoriÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s life has recently undergone shocking

change. As a sleigh beggyÃ¢â‚¬â€¢a person capable of generating and wielding tremendous

magical powerÃ¢â‚¬â€¢she has transformed from an unwanted child to a magicianÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

apprentice who has been introduced to fae royalty. But ChiseÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s newly discovered abilities

also mean a cruel fate awaits her.
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Kore Yamazaki is best known as the author and artist of The Ancient Magus' Bride.

Kore Yamazaki's artwork is simple but elegant, the inhuman designs of well-known figures such as

Spriggan and Oberon being the highlights of the volume for me. There's definitely a mystical quality

to the backgrounds that communicate clearly the influence of magic and fae in the story. Yamazaki

clearly shows a lot of patience in getting all the small details down, which reflects perfectly the

pacing of the story: patient. It's clear there's a lot more of this magic in the future, whether it's more

details on Chise's "condition," Elias' background, the practice of magic itself, or the in-depth

mythology Ancient Magus' Bride draws inspiration from. I'd say the series is a bit of a slow boil, but

as the old axiom says, good things come to those who wait.

I've read it before and it's a great story. Slow pace but there's so much depth into it. I give 5 star for



the story but 3 for the shipping. primarly cause the book got damaged and considering these are still

new releases there's no protective cover over them at all.

This addition gives us some more good story and some interesting character growth, as well as

some interesting new characters and new supernatural creatures to learn about. The world is very

engaging the artwork is nice and the characters are very interesting.

Some of the imagery in this volume really took my breath away. The art style is really showing itself

here and the plot moves along quicker as well. There were some bits that made me smile and laugh

and others that made me "aww" almost out loud. The characters are being developed in interesting

ways. Elias is still a mystery but I'm beginning to get the sense that he's more around Chise's age in

Fae logic which makes the whole bride thing make more sense. I really enjoyed the lore in the last 2

books as well. Just. There are so many interesting dynamics at play here and it's such a deep, rich

world. I'm trying to savor the third book but I'll definately be pre-ordering the next books to come

out!!!

Story Great 5 stars actually, however, shipping was awful, my copy came damaged with a big

crease in the back cover!

LOVE THIS SERIES

Thank You love it

Only reason the review isn't a 5 is because my copy came in with a bad debt/rip on the front :(
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